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ABSTRACT
Initiated even prior to the end of the devastating LTTE war, the Sri Lankan government
has begun —now with the World Bank’s assistance— the complete reconstruction of Giant
Tank (alternately, “Giant’s Tank”) towards rehabilitating the economy and the welfare of
the North. Originally impounded twenty centuries ago, and one of the Island’s greatest
ancient engineering projects, although mostly in ruins since the early modern era, the Giant
Tank scheme would eventually irrigate ~25,000 ha of under-producing rainfed paddy.
Looking back to the Dutch Period (1640-1796), when frequently there was insufficient rice
for the cinnamon peelers or chialias essential to the colonial economy and also for the
military and civilian infrastructure, Governor Gustaaf Willem van Imhoff (1736-1739) first
evaluated Giant Tank as potentially repairable. Maps and drawings at the National Archives
in the Hague display conditions there in 1739, along with further studies conducted under
Governor Iman Wilhelm Falck (1765-1785).
Notwithstanding that the Dutch themselves were vastly accomplished water engineers,
the scope of the work required to rehabilitate the collapsed reservoir proved well beyond the
VOC’s capacity. Only much later, under British rule (1797-1947), was even a partial
restoration of Giant Tank successfully undertaken. This paper firstly elaborates on irrigation
technology and policy during the late Dutch colonial era in Ceylon, and on why the
prospective repairs were unlikely then to succeed. And thence demonstrates the utility of
interactive visualization in documenting the continuity in the usage and rehabilitation of
“cultural sites” that were and are —foremost— engineering infrastructures and
agricultural economic assets.
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The Giant’s Tank (Yoda Wewa) in Mannar District, Sri Lanka: revisiting the tank through
Dutch eighteenth century sources

The situation in the northern parts of Sri Lanka after the defeat of the Tamil Tigers of Elam in 2009, has had
in many respects offered new possibilities of development of the war stricken region that had suffered so
much during almost three decades. After having ended the war the government of Sri Lanka has planned and
executed several schemes to restore the economy and the welfare of the North. The Irrigation Department,
the major institution under the Irrigation and Water resources Management Ministry, together with the
Defense Ministry has started up programs in the north with the financial aid of the World Bank.

In a rather short period it was possible to set up an ambitious plan, that is not only to restore the Giant’s
Tank, but even to extend it to the size originally planned in the 1150s, when works started in the reign of



This paper has been written in loving memory of S.C.H. de Silva who during a lifetime was one of the most devotes officers of
the Sri Lanka Irrigation Department. The presentation of the paper Conference took place an ample 80 years after the publication
of Ancient irrigation works in Ceylon (1934/1935), by R.L. Brohier. In this major study Brohier, descendant of an old Dutch
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Parakrama Bahu (r. 1153-1186). However, as far as we know, the works then never had been fully
implemented. One may understand the pride of the journalist who in an article in Serendib, the in-flight
magazine of Sri Lankan Airways, mentioned the rich agricultural past of the Central and Northern districts
and referred to the honorific name of this region, ‘the rice bowl’ of Lanka. When I visited the area in mid
December 2013, my eyes were struck by the name of a small restaurant at the bund of the reservoir, called
‘Rice Bowl’, again a reference to the age old irrigation works and ancient tanks that provided the water the
farmers needed to feed themselves, the respective courts and the thousands of monks living in those parts of
Sri Lanka.
One of the intriguing works of water engineering has been, and still is the Giant’s Tank, built nearly one
millennium ago, but which was neglected later on because of invasions and consequent wartimes. When the
Dutch in the seventeenth succeeded the Portuguese as colonial power they at first had no clue at all to know
about the existence of the reservoir. However, the Dutch East India Company (better known by its Dutch
acronym VOC), being the colonial administrator of the Maritime Provinces between 1658 and 1796, in the
eighteenth century was in urgent need to find ways to minimize the import of rice from Thailand and other
countries by improving the agrarian output of the Island itself.
In her PhD thesis, Dutch and British Colonial Intervention in Sri Lanka, 1780-1815 (Leiden 2007), Alicia
Schrikker dwells amply on the late eighteenth-century policies to enlarge the ‘Broodkamer’ (the Dutch
equivalent for Rice Bowl)’. As we will see later on in this paper, Willem Jacob van der Graaff – Governor
from 1785-1794 – indeed was active in this respect, but one should give the credits to Governor Gustaaf
Willem van Imhoff (1736-1739) as being the first governor who systematically tried to solve the problem of
paddy shortage.
Imhoff was not the first Dutch administrator who had faced the problem of providing enough rice for the
cinnamon peelers or Chialias, as well as for the military and civilian personnel. In my opinion it was the
result of decades of peace between the Dutch and the interior kingdom of Kandy, which motivated many
families to return who earlier under the successive governors father and son Rijckloff van Goens (16591679) had fled from Company’s territory. A second argument however is the improved economic and health
situation which caused population growth, and therefore, related to this success, caused a growing shortage
of paddy land. The Company was very anxious to lose land where cinnamon trees was growing, hence the
full row of successive governors proclaimed ordinances to keep the shifting cultures in the cinnamon areas
to a minimum. Slash-and-burn cultivation threatened the produce of cinnamon, and this should be prevented
with all means, even when new field only had one or two trees of the costly bark. Penalties were severe, and
commissioners checked regularly the situation inland.
Governor Van Imhoff did more than just promulgate such hated ordinances. He started a policy to sell
Crown Land to farmers, arguing to the High Government in Batavia (the central administrative body of the
Dutch Trade Empire in Asia and the Cape Province), that it would motivate the farmers to produce more; a
second incentive for the Company would be a raise of taxin cash or preferably in crops. This policy Imhoff
extended to the Commandment of Jaffna (nowadays roughly constituting the Northern Province). During his
first Circuit Tour to the North, 1738 May 5-August 7, he personally checked this policy on the spot.2 Then
he also got information about the existence of the Reuse Tank (the Dutch word reus means ‘giant’).
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Sri Lanka National Archives (SLNA) 1/2729: Diary of governor Gustaaf Willem baron van Imhoff during atour from Matara
over sea to the eastern districts of Ceylon (Batticoloa and Trinconomale) and Jaffna, May 5-August 7, 1738. With index. Written
by his secretary Elbert Clermont.

Back in Colombo he prepared further investigations and, since he was planning to visit the North again at
the end of a tour through Southern India, he sent surveyors from Colombo. Assisted by local Company
officials they not only started a comprehensive mapping exercise, they also interviewed the inhabitants of
the place. There they heard the legendary story, which was an explanation for the enormous blocks of
granite used for the construction of the old dams and sluices; that only could have been the work of Giants!
In that time remnants of the inlet or anicut were still visible, though most of the construction works, inlets,
bunds, outlets and spillways were washed away by heavy rains and wind during many centuries. Then of
course, since it was mostly Tamil land, the local name Catte Carre was used, and this name one reads in the
Dutch maps produced in early 1739. Locals still use this name, though the Irrigation Department uses the
Sinhalese name Yoda Wewa.

On January 13, 1739, Governor van Imhoff left Colombo again. The first three months were spent in South
India, then Imhoff and his staff sailed from Pamban Island to Jaffna. Again the Governor discussed
Company business, however, here we will move on and follow him on his way en route to Mannar, where

he eventually would depart by boat to Colombo.3 In the diary or daghregister kept faithfully and very much
detailed by his secretary Van Damast Limberger we can follow from day to day the voyage of the Governor
and the discussions he had with local administrators. Interesting is to read the reflection on the behavior of
the local farmers: ‘Saturday April 4th [1739] we left from Jaffna and [understood] that more than half of the
paddy fields lie idle and were not cultivated.
Therefore we think our opinion expressed last year is true and led us to the right decision, that is to sell
paddy fields [i.e., from the Crown Lands], because, if the people do not own the land they cultivate, they
will do only that work that is needed to survive , sowing the one year this land, the next year other fields
randomly as if it were a lottery, leaving aside one field if they don’t like it, or, if they think it was
successfully cultivated they bring it into culture again the next year; as a result of this irregular cultivation
only one third or even one quarter of the paddy fields are ploughed and sown, and, when there is only little
rainfall in one particular year, than even one third or one half gets lost. So one easily can understand what is
the cause of the prevailing poverty here and of the great lack of basic supply of food’.4 Further on his way to
Mannar Governor Van Imhoff visited the Giant’s Tank, and those parts of the diary are most interesting.
However, before giving some more information about that particular part of his circuit tour, one may need
some information about the whereabouts of the Dutch sources related to this visit.

The original report has been kept in the Company’s archives in Colombo, and the two volumes are still there
as part of the c. 400 lineal shelf meters of Dutch documents kept in the repository of the Sri Lanka National
Archives. Copies were sent to the High Government in Batavia and to the Gentlemen Seventeen or Heeren
XVII, the central board of Directors in the Netherlands. The latter copies contained detailed maps made by
the surveyors who in 1739 visited the Giant’s Tank. Unhappily enough, early twenty century most of the
maps sent to the Directors in the Dutch Republic of the United Netherlands were taken out from the
documents sent from Batavia by Mr Leupe, the then head of the Algemeen Rijksarchief – the present
Nationaal Archief in The Hague. Since the natural climate there is rather friendly to old paper documents,
we can be very happy that copies of those maps were made and sent, for the situation in the tropics is a real
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SLNA 1/2731 & 1/2732: Diary of governor Van Imhoff’s voyage to Cochin, Negapatnam, Madura, Travancore,
Tuticorin, Kilkare and Jaffna. Written by the secretary Van Damast Limbergen. With an index and annexes. ]. The
annexes are a separate volume. Two copies sent to the Directors in the Netherlands are kept in the National Archive, The Hague,
1.04.02 (VOC), 2406 and 10098.
For the complete Dutch text, see the edition published as no. 106 in the series of the Linschoten-Vereeniging: Lodewijk
Wagenaar [et al.], Gouverneur Van Imhoff op dienstreis in 1739 – naar Cochin, Travancore en tuticorin, en terug over Jaffna en
Mannar naar Colombo (zondag 25 januari tot zaterdag 18 april). Zutphen: Walburg Pers, 2007. The relevant passage on the
Giant’s tank runs from 201-211.



     

drama for conservators. Be that as it may, we have those superb material made by the surveyors and
mapmakers who worked for the Company in the Asian settlements.

The former reservoir of the reservoir or tang (‘tank’) then was completely dry and its manmade structure
was ‘hidden by a mantle of thorny jungle’, as Sir Emerson Tennent mentions in his description of Ceylon.
‘The soil is sultry in climate and dreary in aspect – the soil is often naked and parched to an extreme. Is there
any cause, therefore, to wonder that efforts to render fertility to a soil, which was known to be far from
barren under irrigation, were an object of solicitude to the Sinhalese monarchs, inasmuch as the restauration
of the ancient works has successively appealed to the Dutch and British Governments?’, Tennent writes. In
the diary of Van Imhoff we read (in translation5) ‘The river Moeselie [Aruvi-aru] supplied this tank with
water by means of a stone sluice. It is generally believed by the inhabitants that a king named s’ Jolian, who,
according to their records, lived 400 years ago, constructed this sluice and that his intention of completing
the Giant’s tank was frustrated by his unexpected death.’ It is not quite clear if this king was Parakrama
Bahu, who in the opinion of R.L. Brohier was the instigator of the work.
On Monday April 6, 1739, Imhoff arrived at a resthouse close to a beautiful tank, ‘which like all other 300
tanks in this province [of Mantotte] and that of Nanathan gets water only from rainfall. Because of the
continuous droughts and the lack of rainfall the people here are very poor and the tanks are not maintained
well and are neglected, and due to this a great deal of the inhabitants have left this region.’6 Then Imhoff
refers to the report of the surveyors and commissioners sent to this part of Mantotte and Nanathan, and
continues: ‘however, if the canal [discussed in the report] is brought into perfection, then those lands will get
all year through water from the River Moeselie [Aruvi-aru] and will be irrigated successfully’. The next day
in the afternoon the company left the resthouse built in the village of Tamerskoelang and proceeded
southward through paddy fields and passed several villages. After a three hours’ journey they arrived at the
Giant’s Tank, at a place called Katte Karre, not far from the place where the inhabitants had applied for
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See Ceylon Miscellany, no 1, Vol. III, Appendix II, 1843, reprinted in R.L. Brohier,   
      Part II: Northern and North-Western Sections of the island. Colombo 1935 (reprint 1950, 1979), 38*.
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Translated from Wagenaar et al., 201.

permission to open a sluice. There the Governor inspected the remains of the dyke [or bund] which appeared
in tolerably good condition and capable of being brought into order with little expense. On the north they
discovered two breaches through which the excess of water collected during the heavy showers of rain had
hitherto discharged itself on the plains below. Possibly that was the actual location of the present spill.
From the diary we understand that the small group of Company officers met at several occasions local
farmers and their headmen. One of such encounters is worth to show to the reader: ‘The inhabitants
perceiving that we were so particular in our inspection of this dyke, observed to us that they did not want to
have it repaired or to have the Giant’s Tank replenished with water, an improvement which we at first
supposed was intended to be carried into execution at the request of the people in the neighborhood, who
would, however, in that case be subject to inundations and be consequently under the necessity of
removing’. This part of the visit proved essential, for, as a response to the request of the inhabitants not to be
inundated, the Company agreed to look after an alternative solution that would divert water from the
Moesely river and channel it through new canals to the paddy fields outside the Reuse Tank.

So, accepting the earlier request put forward by the inhabitants was not properly understood by the
Company officials, the Governor accepted the idea not to restore the former reservoir. In the maps made at
the time of this visit one clearly sees several villages located within the borders of the Giant’s Tank. Since
those fields were very fertile one easily can understand the farmers were not too enthusiastic about the
threatening idea to move out. So the Company surveyor was instructed by the Governor to change the plan
he already had prepared; at the same occasion the local administrators were asked to make estimations for
the costs and a planning for the execution of the alternative project.
Of course, after the opinion of the Governor, the local population should assist as much as possible, which
apparently was felt by the people as a nuisance: ‘We however afterwards understood’, the diary continues,
‘that the real cause of this disinclination was partly because the tank on account of its immense extent would
require much repair and filling up of the breaches occasioned by the water, and partly that the tank being
once filled up, the strength of the water would be too powerful for its carriers, especially when increased by
the constant heavy showers, unless proper sluices or outlets at different places were built’.
In order to get more information on the project to channel water from the Moeselie river to the lands outside
the borders of the Giant’s Tank, the Governor left in the early morning of Tuesday 7 April and continued the
inspection of the region during a march of three hours. They passed waste lands which however in the
opinion of the Governor were rich and splendid arable lands ‘requiring nothing but water and labourers’.
After lunch they went on for another three hours.

I must say, arriving at this particular part of the diary, I feel disappointed and sad since during my visit in
mid December 2013 I was not allowed to experience the same surprise as one witnesses from the diary – the
status of Protected Wildlife Reserve made it impossible to visit that place.

Imhoff however, moved unhindered and the diary continues: ‘[we] reached about sunset the river Moeselie
and its highly-famed stone sluice, which is really well worth attention of travelers, especially when they but
for a moment consider what trouble must have been taken, and labour expended by the former inhabitants of
this country for the benefit of agriculture, which at present are so miserably neglected by the generality of
the people’. The last part of the sentence may sound a little rude and of course, we have to keep in mind that
we are looking through the eyes of an eighteenth-century administrator from Europe, and we must be aware
of the bias resulting from his position. Nevertheless, with some reservations, we can use and trust the
observations laid down in the diary.
The diary amply describes the dam and its enormous stone blocks. Apparently the outward stones of the
decayed upper work had been swept away to a distance of several miles, and lied scattered around in the bed
of the river. Sixty years before, we learn from the diary, some of the stones were employed during a project
organized by the then Commander of Jaffna Josephas Vos,7 however, the attempt to repair the breaches in
the work proved fruitless. Without any doubt, one reads, that dam and sluice must have been constructed in
very ancient times8 ‘and the inhabitants of this place unanimously declared to us that a certain King named
s’Jolian who according to their [chronicles] lived 400 years ago, completed this work; and that he also
intended to finish the Giant’s Tank, but that, having unfortunately died previous to the completion of the
latter, that work was afterwards relinquished, and having since been from time to time entirely neglected it
has fallen into the state in which we at present find it; but the real circumstances connected with this matter
we have not been able to ascertain’.
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Josephas Vos was Commander of Jaffna (1670?-1673) under the second term of Governor Rijckloff van Goens the Elder (16651675).
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The Dutch text reads, in translation, ‘that the said sluice is made in pagan times (hijdensche tijden) is without dispute’.

No one amongst the interviewed inhabitants could give any detailed information about the year of
construction, and even worse, they had not the slightest idea how far the tank extended east and northeastwards, ‘being ignorant of the method of sounding, and having never seen water flowing into it from the
river, they cannot guess the extent of land that properly belongs to this tank’.

Since it was not quite clear how actually the work had been constructed, and how the water from the river
through canals was channeled to the fields, the Governor wrote instructions for Stein,9 the surveyor stationed
in Jaffna, to clarify this as soon as possible. Those newly ordered maps later on would be added to the maps
already attached, as the diary mentions. To get a glimpse of the original plans, beneath is inserted the first
report made by the surveyor and commissioners on the question whether by opening a canal from the
Moesele the water might be directed into the Giant’s Tank.10
Esteemed Sir, - Agreebly to our Commission we proceeded to the great River Moeselie, and on inspecting it
found an excavation through which water had been conducted in ancient times from the river into the Giant’s
tank or Kattecarre, it has several branches out of which the water found its way into the river. Upon an
accurate examination we discovered that by clearing and deepening this canal or excavation which is now
filled up with sand and rocks, the water might be directed from the river to the tank above-mentioned, and the
inhabitants of Mantotte and Nanathan be greatly benefited every year in the cultivation of their fields by
means of the supply of water which their tanks would receive through the aperture. The canal should also be
supplied with stone sluices, and two persons appointed to superintend it, the one to direct the distribution into
the river when the place is in danger of being inundated in tempestuous weather, heavy rains and overflowing
of the water: the chiefs of these two provinces have repeatedly applied to be assisted while the required
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J.H. Steijn, surveyor in Jaffna, produced the map of the country of Carretchie µ.DDUWYDQ¶WODQGVFKDS&DUUHWFKLH¶  surveyed in
the months before the circuit tour of Governor van Imhoff. Copies of these made in Jaffna, he signed on April 20th, 1739.Then
they were sent to Colombo, where in the meantime Governor van Imhoff had returned on 18 April. Cf. 1DWLRQDDO$UFKLHI Whe
Hague Map Collection, FDWDORJQR4.VEL 0996.
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This report was inserted in the daghregister, in the entry of Wednesday 8 April, 1739. This opinion by the surveyor and
commissioners goes with an attachment of five points, elaborating the preceding short report. The surveyor and commissioners
were sent in advance of the visit by the Governor, as to prepare for his inspection on the spot.

implements and 500 men from Jaffnapatnam, for the purpose of completing the work, alleging that they are
not sufficiently numerous to undertake it themselves, and promising to repay all the expenses the Company
might incur on this account in four years, and in four installments.
We have the honour to be Esteemed Sir, [Etcetera]
Your most obedient Servants,
Signed by Tk. Oliviersz Helt,11 Daniel Klein12 en Adriaan Braame13
[in the margin] Mannar, the 25th of February, Anno 1739

Thursday 9th April, on the way to Mannar, the Governor spoke with representatives of the inhabitants of
Mantotte en Nanathan about their request to have built two sluices to regulate the output of the water from
the Moeselie river. The Governor was quite open to this, if only they would co-operate and assist by
promising to pay extra taxes from the moment the works would have been completed. An amply scheme for
the execution was discussed, inclusive a labour force of five hundred coolies during three montKs, paid by
the Company. The details of the contracts are most interesting. To give only one example, the locals
promised to procure the necessary coral blocks, which, we learn from the diary, should be delivered in time
to make it possible to flush them with fresh water to get out the salt – otherwise the lime would not hold, and
consequently the construction would collapse. The inhabitants should also arrange for the necessary timber
to build the sluices. The Company from its side promised to procure the necessary tools, such as axes,
shovels, knives and the like, and to organize the supervision needed to accomplish such a complicated work.
The much experienced but aged Daniel Klein, for this special occasion again commissioned as adigar14 of
Mantotte, was instructed to look after this project. The Company also promised to send the necessary
carpenters and masons, and provide enough nails, iron and all those materials the inhabitants would not be
able to deliver.
On 11th April the Governor left Mannar for Colombo, leaving behind instructions for the Commander of
Jaffna to immediately start the execution of the project. Van Imhoff as always was very good in proposing
plans, the reality however was more difficult to manipulate. It proved impossible to organize the labour
needed, and though for some time the surveyors went on and made new maps, the whole plan stagnated,
even more since Imhoff later in 1739 got a transfer to Batavia as member of the High Government of the
Netherland Indies. His dream of realizing a broodkamer had to wait. Fifty years later Governor Willem
Jacob van der Graaff gave new orders to investigate the possibilities to inundate the Giant’s Tank.
The report made in 1791 by the surveyor Gualterus Schneider shows how seriously the matter was picked up
again. Alas, all his work proved idle for such a work was beyond the capacity of the Company. When the
British had taken over the Island in February 1796, Schneider got a second change. As Surveyor-General he
instigated a series of reports on irrigation work in Ceylon, but again the work for the Giant’s Tank proved
too big. Only in the 1890s a small part of the tank was inundated, approximately twenty percent. More than
a century later the government under president Rajapakse, with financial aid from the World Bank made an
old dream true: in 2010 the Reuse Tang was completed to its original design.
A translation of the report by Schneider is given below:
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Tatik Oliviersz. Helt, surveyor from Colombo, stationed in Jaffna.
Daniël Klein, arrived in 1691 in the Indies. He was adigar (‘bailiff’) of Ilpecarwe. With his son he was involved in the
renovation of the sluices of the Giant’s Tank. To oversee the engineering work the ‘old’ and experienced Daniël Klein was
promoted to the post of adigar of Mantotte, which was closer to the Giant’s Tank.
13
Adriaan Braame, adigar of Mantotte.
14
Adigar: local administrator or bailiff.
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To his Excellency Willem Jacob van de Graaff,15 Counsellor Extraordinary of Netherlands india,
Governor and Director of the Island of Ceylon.
Esteemed Sir, - In compliance with your Excellency’s esteemed order that I should inspect and report
whether the so called Giant’s tank can be repaired, what the probable expenses attending such repair
would amount to, and what benefit the Company would derive from it, I and the Chief of Manar repaired
to the spot and inspected the tank.
We were first conducted to a place in the river Moeselie where we found an immense pier formed of a pile
of hewn rock stones, which the inhabitants said was formerly thought to be a part of the Giant’s tank. We
were afterwards led to a spring somewhat below this pier formed by an arm of the river Moeselie which is
said to be the channel through which the water used to flow from the river Moeselie into the Giant’s tank,
but as we proceeded along this spring we soon discovered the impossibility of this statement being true,
because it runs only about two and a half hours distance from the Giant’s tank. I subsequently inspected
the tank, which I found to be an extensive spot low ground enclosed on the east and west side by an
earthen dam or dyke, and in which water was collected in the rainy season for the purpose of irrigating the
neighbouring fields in dry weather.
In my communication of the 9th of July last [= 1738], I had the honour of giving Your Excellency a
circumstantial account of this tank, and shall now for the sake of brevity only mention the particulars that
are connected with it.16
To enable me to carry on the inspection with all possible accuracy, I first measured the dam or dyke on a
large scale, and then laid the level upon the Map and drew the plan which I have the honour of submitting
herewith, and Your Excellency will perceive by my communication of the 16th August last, that this dam
is in several places broken through and at others entirely washed away.
In order to form a tolerably exact opinion with respect to the utility of the work, it was necessary for me to
become acquainted with the real extant of the tank, and the number of fields it is capable of watering; I
therefore caused the upper part of the tank to be surveyed by Mr. Sneider17, the surveyor of Manar, as also
all that part of ground around it capable of being converted into fields and watered by it, excluding all
brackish ground. This survey exhibited to me the real extent of the tank which I found to consist of 6,242
acres of ground, and the adjacent land convertible into fields was in extent 51,870 acres.
Your Excellency will perceive from the answers to Questions put by me to the headmen that there are at
present twenty-two purchased villages or fields, and two un-purchased, within the tank, and that the
people are extremely desirous to have the tank repaired, and with regard to indemnification for the loss
that maybe sustained by those who may be deprived of their fields in the tank, it must be remembered that
the lands both below and around it are as fruitful and good as those within it, and that it will not be a
difficult task to convert into fields all the uncultivated lands situated out of the tank, as they only require
to be cleared of the jungle and weeds growing on them, and the necessary dams to be raised between the
fields, and if I may be here allowed to express my opinion I really think that it will not be altogether
unfair, should those people, who have the free and uninterrupted enjoyment of their property during the
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Willem Jacob van de Graaff (1736/37-1804) had a long career in Ceylon. He was councilor of Galle, head of the Cinnamon
Department (Mahabedde) in Colombo , and governor (1785-1793).
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Governor van Imhoff visited the Jaffna District earlier in 1738: SLNA 1/2729, Diary of governor Gustaaf baron van Imhoff
during a tour from Matra over sea to the eastern districts of Ceylon and Jaffna, May 5-August 7, 1738. With index.
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Captain Gualterus Schneider (1772-1841), born in Jaffna entered the service of the VOC and become surveyor. Under the
British rule he entered the Colonial Engineer’s and Surveyor-General’s Department, being from 1811-1833 the head of the
department. He has become famous for his ‘New and Correct Map of the Island of Ceylon’, 1822, which was seen, as Brohier
rightly remarks, ‘as the first correct map of any value made in the British Period’. In 1807 he wrote a report on the tanks in the
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progress of this work, and expect to be afterwards benefited by it, assist others who may suffer, in forming
new fields in the room of those they had before.
Should Your Excellency determine on having this tank repaired, it will then require at least 7,019 cubic
roods of earth18 to fill up the dam and the breaches, and to give it the required height and dimensions. It
will also be necessary to construct five sluices in the dam or dyke, so that the water may be let out in
whatever direction may be found necessary.. These sluices ought to be placed at the outward extremity of
the vaulted drains, which should be so large as to afford passage to the required quantity of water in a
moment’s time to irrigate a certain extent of ground, these drains should be 4 feet broad, the side walls 3,
and the semi-diameter of the arch two feet. Then its whole height within will be 5 feet; thus built the drain
might be easily examined in the latter part of the dry season when the water is let out of the tank, and
should any little defects be discovered they might be immediately remedied, which small drains will not
admit of.
A sluice should be built on the east side of the dam to afford a free passage of the superfluous water
collected during the heavy rains, without causing any injury to the dam.
The Dam will be, I believe, twenty-two feet higher than the lowest land within the tank, and twenty-four
higher than point No. 1. The Pier becomes then four feet lower than the summit of the dam, hence it will
never be in danger of being overflowed, to prevent which however, constant precaution should be taken,
for should an unfortunate breach once occur, then not only will the people, houses, and cattle below run
the risk of being overwhelmed, but the crop of a whole year be also destroyed; according to the above
limited height of the sluice the lowest place within the tank when full is 18 feet deep.
I have already shown that the Giant’s tank covers 6,242 acres of ground19, and that the lands which it may
supply with water and render fruitful is a tract of ground covering not less than 51,870 acres20- now we are
not to imagine that the whole of this ground will be exclusively taken for fields, but agriculturers would
also require ground for the purpose of planting and enclosing as gardens, and for pasturage for cattle,
consequently supposing that from these 51,870 acres 32,000 are taken for fields, and if a field is laid each
time 4 inches under water, it must be considered sufficiently irrigated; then if the 32,000 acres are watered
at the same time, the column of water in the tank will sink 20 inches, add to this four inches being a
dimunition occasioned by the drying up of the water between each period of irrigation, then were the tank
at all places equally deep the lands might be supplied with water 9 times in the year, but as it is unequal
and elevated towards the high lands we cannot fix the mean depth at more than 12 feet, hence it will not
be possible to supply the neighbouring lands with the needful quantity of water oftener than 6 times in the
year, and this I presume will be quite sufficient, for during the rainy season water need not to be issued,
from the tank, as the crop of the maha or great Harvest, which is sown in October, and reaped in February
and March, will require no more than at most three irrigations. At the change of the monsoon in the month
of April this part of the Island is generally visited every year by heavy showers of rain, which will
constantly replenish the tank with the needful quantity of water, consequently the surrounding 32,000
acres of land might be easily sown and reaped twice a year by the aid of the water from the Giant’s tank.
With regard to the subject of supplying the tank with the required quantity of water, no apprehension need
be entertained, as the surrounding high lands discharge a considerable quantity of water every year which
of itself, I am sure, will be sufficient for the purpose of making up for any deficiency, but should that
supply be insufficient, we might easily by extending an arm of the dam on the south-east side, intercept
the water from certain springs rising in the high lands and running at present into the Moeselie river. The
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distribution of water in such a manner as to irrigate with ease particular lands requiring moisture, and to
leave others unmoistened is another important point which demands attention, but until I am furnished
with an exact Map of the different land requiring water, it is impossible for me to define with precision
along what channels, and in what direction water should be conducted for that purpose: I have however
marked with pencil lines in the map the nearest manner I conceive it ought to be disposed.
In this manner the whole of the lands and Polders will be properly divided and by the aid of small sluices
separately watered, leaving those that not require moisture without irrigation. When the land has thus once
been brought to proper condition it should be afterwards kept so by means of effectual regulations, and
from this magnificent work immense advantage both to Government and the inhabitants may with
certainty be expected, considering that the soil is naturally rich and capable of producing so abundantly as
to surpass the most sanguine expectations of the industrious labourer.
An ammonam or eight parrahs of sowing ground is in extent six hundred square roods, hence on a morgan
of land (2 acres)21 may be sown 6 ¼ parrahs, and on 16,000 morgans (32,000 acres) 100,000 parrahs. Now
in this part of the Island which is one of the most fruitful in Ceylon, the profit generally anticipated is 20
or 25 fold, and from some fields in a good season even twice as much, but let us suppose that it would
yield ten fold, and that the land is sowed and reaped, only twice a year, even then the Company might
expect to receive in tithe22 alone 200,000 parrahs of paddy, and the country obtain, both for the purpose of
its consumption and exportation two million of parrahs, which I believe is a quantity far exceeding what
Ceylon receives annually from the continent for the support of her population.

This is by no means an exaggerated calculation, I therefore regard this as a work so useful that we might
safely undertake it with the most cheering prospects of advantage. All the products of Ceylon can hardly
make good the want of grain which is at present so powerful felt in the island. These products go out of
the Island without its receiving a return in money for them hence it must be and will always remain
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destitute of coin and in a state of poverty;23 the money which is required for the repair of the Giant’s tank
will remain in the country, and with the blessing and aid of Providence we may almost be sure that when
this valuable work shall be completed, we shall have such an abundant stock of grain in Ceylon as to
contribute no small measure towards its prosperity, to say nothing with respect to the consolation which
we must undoubtedly experience in times of war, to be aware that the enemy has not the power of
depriving us of provision.
I have already noticed above that 7,019 cubic roods of earth will be required to be deposited on the dam in
order to give it the necessary height and consistency, but previous to our rising the dam we must cause the
immense stones lying within it to be removed, the roots of the trees and jungles that have taken fast hold
of it for ages must be effectually eradicated, and the places where the former drain stood properly cleared,
so that its lower part may everywhere be properly closed. As the coral stones that are taken for lime
should first be left for some time in sweet water to render them available for su do not burnbstantial
cement, the sooner we endeavour to procure them for the purpose of undergoing this process the better.*
The timber for sluices, &c., and firewood for lime, and brick-kilns should also be felled and removed to
the spot as soon as possible, the removal of the latter and of the bricks will require at least 10 or 12 carts
with the required number of draft animals. The brick makers of Jaffna do not burn the bricks sufficiently
solid to be employed for works under water, consequently the formation of a kiln here would be a
desirable acquisition.24 Artificers to repair the tools and to make the necessary iron works for the sluices,
sawyers to saw the planks, and carpenters to make the sluices, should all be procured in time in order that
the work may suffer no interruption in its progress. The artificers and the other workmen’s tools should be
procured from Colombo as also the other necessary implements for the coolies, such as spades,
handspikes, pickaxes, hatchets, choppers, beetles, and baskets for 1,000 workmen, to enable them to
proceed on with the work with rapidity.
I know by experience that a hundred Sinhalese when kept hard at work will finish a cubic rood of pounded
earth in a day, hence the 7,019 cubic roods required to be deposited in the dam will need the labour of not
less than 1,000 men during a period of 27 months, but the work cannot be carried on longer than 9 months
in the year on account of the rainy season then setting in at this place and continuing during the remaining
part of the year, we should therefore require three full years to complete the work entirely. And if we were
to engage each man at 6 pice per diem25 and add to this the payment of the several Overseers, Lascoreens,
&c., the whole expense for the raising of the dam will come to about 90,000 Rds, the construction of the
other works, such as Sluices, Drains, Canals, &c., are not included herein, the expenses which will require
to be incurred on these will not much differ from those of the former. But as we may justly claim the aid
and labour at a reasonable rate of those who live in the immediate vicinity of the work as persons who
would derive the benefit accruing from it, we need not on that principle estimate the expense so high, and
I think it would greatly contribute to the speedy and effectual fulfillment of the work were the person to
whom it is entrusted to have the command of the place, otherwise I forsee all the usual Ceylon obstacles
that generally present themselves on the occasion of every great say, that I for my part would not wish to
interfere with the repair of this tank nor with the subsequent improvement of the country in case the
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authority over it is centered in another individual. I therefore beg leave to propose that the superintendence
of the work may be left to the Chief of the Province; or that another suitable person may be selected or
that purpose possessing ability to undertake the management and due execution of a work of so
stupendous a nature, and with the subsequent improvement of the country; and that that person may at the
same time be invested with the command of the country until it shall be brought into good condition.
If thus regulated I may venture to say that the expenses attending the work will not exceed 15,000 Rs., this
is certainly an enormous sum, but if we only consider that a country which formerly yielded hardly 20,000
parrahs in tithes will be rendered capable of producing 200,000 parrahs, and if the increase of 180,000
alone is calculated at 12 pice a parrah, then it will annually amount to Rs. 45,000, and in a few years the
Company will be reimbursed the expenses incurred- continue to derive an immense revenue from it, and
establish at the same time a permanent Granary in Ceylon.
The principle difficulty that I meet within the whole project is to obtain the necessary workmen: the surest
method that I conceive to allure them would be to reward their services in a fair and reasonable manner, to
exempt them from all obligatory services during the time they are employed in the Giant’s Tank, to allow
them to take as much land gratis as they may feel inclined, to allow the ordinary three years free
possession of such lands and to cause legal title-deeds of them to be passed in their names at a trifling
charge.
The province of Jaffnapatam does not suffer from a want of population and if they are well treated and
recompensated I doubt not but many would be encouraged to come over. I have myself seen in the Wanny
which is held to be an unhealthy spot, many day labourers such as brick-burners and coolies crowding
there for work - the Provinces of Mantotte and Nanathan have always been considered as two of the most
salubrious places in the island - hence these people would in all probability prefer resorting to Mantotte if
they see prospects of gain to going to the Wanny, more especially as a greater abundance of fish is caught
here and sold much cheaper than at the Wanny.
Trusting that I have hereby fulfilled Your Excellency’s esteemed order, allow me in conclusion to express
my sincere wish that the undertaking may be attended with a happy commencement, progress and
termination: the Company may be sure of finding in it an inexhaustible source of prosperity and the
present and future generations in this Colony will most surely remember Your Excellency, with
sentiments of reverence and gratitude for the solicitude and zeal you have manifested for the advancement
and improvement of agriculture in this Island.
I have the honour to be, Your Excellency’s most Obedient Servant
(signed [1791] by the surveyor, G. Schneider)

